I. Introduction
The ultimate structure of matters is still unclear nowadays although it is crucial for the realization of Nature laws and numerous scientific puzzles [1, 2] . Since the discovery of the heat rays (photons) by William Herschel in 1800 [3] , numerous particles (viz., the matters with a density and dimension equal to or less than a gas molecule), such as atom, electron, atomic nucleus, proton, neutron, muon, pion, kaon, antielectron (or positron), antiproton, Xi baryon, partons, top quark, tau neutrino, Higgs boson, and so on, have been consecutively found [4 -7] . From these discoveries, the Nature and matters are known to comprise of numerous types of particles; diverse matters consist of different atoms, which contain varying number of protons, neutrons and electrons [8] . Despite of these impressive progresses on the understanding of the structure of matters, there are still numerous doubts unsolved regarding matters, such as the relation between and structures of different particles, components which make up the electrical, magnetic and gravitational field media, direct relationship between matters and energy, origin of great energy stored in atoms (e.g., atom-or hydrogen-bomb), root-causes of scattering when particle beams moving forward, as well as conversion balance between energy and matters [9] . To solve these puzzles, it is impossible if the configurations of all particles or the ultimate structure of matters are not clear since the well-known and unknown particles make-up of all the matters and Nature world. In order to exploit the ultimate structure of matters, different theories (such as the Standard Model and Higgsless Model of particle physics) have been set up [10] . According to the Standard Model, some elementary particles are defined, such as the fundamental fermions (quarks, leptons, antiquarks, and antileptons, viz, matter and antimatter particles) and bosons (gauge boson and the Higgs boson, viz, force particles, mediating interactions among fermions). However, although the Higgs boson, as the elementary particle, has been identified by means of a high speed/energy of proton collision using Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [11] , there is no full confidence in these theoretical models for addressing the above mentioned scientific doubts [9, 10] . For instance, it remains unclear what are the substructures of the elementary particles and whether other finer particles make-up of these elementary particles. In addition, it is also unknown whether the elementary particles and other particles (e.g., electrons, photons) can be decomposed or decayed to sparser/finer particles. Moreover, given that the Nature world is generated from a fine fireball in which the volume is smaller than an atom through a big-bang [12, 13] , the basic component or fundamental particles of the matters should be much smaller than current known particles. Due to the limitation of current developed technologies, it is impossible to probe the substructure of the elementary particles or ultimate structure of matters by means of scientific apparatuses currently. Hence adopting suitable concepts from estimations, depended on current basic scientific knowledge, to illustrate the natural phenomena or doubts may be a reasonable means of approach [14, 15] . Therefore in this work, through proposing a new concept from four simple hypotheses, namely the basic unit of particle or energy transporter, repulsion of particles of the same polarity, and the construction process of all particles and matters from the basic particles (basicles), the above mentioned scientific doubts can be readily explained. For instance, the reasons for the scattering of moving particle beams, thermodynamic laws, balance conversion of matter and energy, the component of dark energy/matter, as well as a minimum temperature of ~3K in the deep Universe and other scientific puzzles can also be clearly elaborated.
II. Hypotheses And Discussion
Hypothesis 1 st hypothesis. All matters and particles consist of the same basic particles (basicles). As an elementary unit, a basicle has a polar property and cannot be further decomposed. Hence it represents the smallest unit or basic component of matters.
2 nd hypothesis. Based on the polar property, basicles in different arrangements (during combination under exterior energy) form diverse types of bigger fine composite particles with diverse properties. The various similar or different fine composite particles further aggregate to even larger fine composite particles, which possess greater differences in properties and behaviours, in more diverse arrangements. Through these continuous aggregations or combination, the reported elementary particles (fermions and bosons) and big composite particles, such as well-known neutrinos, neutrinos, baryons, photons, phonons, electrons, protons, neutrons, nucleus, and so on [16 -18] , are generated ( Fig. 1) . As compared to a big particle (e.g., photon), most of the fine particles are likened to be small golf balls in contrast to the moon or a star in dimension. Thus they are invisible and undetectable by means of present technologies, but can possibly be found with the development of precise detection equipment in the future. Some fine particles of diverse forms are relatively stable whereas other unstable ones may be readily converted to new types of particles. From these dense/big and sparse/fine particles, different atoms, molecules, and various types of matters or antimatters (probably consisting of special atoms, in which the positions of proton and electron of common atoms are replaced by antiproton and positron, respectively) are well-known to be subsequently formed.
3 rd hypothesis. Particles of the same type repel each other and the interaction of all particles and matters are dependent on the specific arrangements of other finer particles or basicles. Two basicles will not repel each other if they do not come into close contact. However, once larger particles are formed from two or more elementary basicles under an external force or energy, the as-generated particles of the same type will repel each other, as a result of the arrangement of basicles between and around them. Similarly, the attraction of particles of different polarity also occurs through the unique arrangements of finer particles or basicles. Due to the repulsion of similarly polarized particles, a larger dense particle consisting of compact uniform stacking of these finer particles in same types (including basicles) is usually unattainable unless under the influence of a quite high external force or energy (such as high speed bumping). Thus, similar to matters, all particles (excluding basicles) are expected to be porous when magnified under a 'super microscope'. 4 th hypothesis. Matter is the transporter of energy while energy is the motion phenomena of matter. There is not any energy without matter.
Discussion
Based on the four hypotheses, we can explain numerous scientific doubts and laws of nature, such as the existence of different types or densities/sizes of particles, huge energy stored in atoms, balance of matter and energy conversion, particle beam scattering, thermal laws, and different time at the diverse atmosphere height around a dense planet or star. As the nondecomposed elementary basticles are the basic components of all matters and particles as well as the matter is the only transporter of energy, a balance between matter and energy can be achieved during their conversion since nothing is lost or added in the conversion. The basicles, represent the smallest units of energy transportation, are the basis of the conversion balance. Any radiation or energy is the phenomena of different motion or existence of particle(s) or matter(s), within which moving fine particles are contained. Thus this is the contributing factor to the 1 st Law of Thermodynamics -The total energy of an isolated system is constant, even though energy can be transferred from one to another type. In addition, as all particles such as atoms, are formed under a high external force or energy, they store huge energy inside. Some energy can be released when the particles decompose or combine to new particles, such as during the explosion of Hydrogen or atom-bomb, although the alteration of the relatively stable particles is usually required some extent of initial threshold energy. The repulsion of particles, such as photons, phonons, electrons, etc, of the same polarity usually leads to the scattering effect of the particle beam during moving forward. In addition, there are different interactions between particles of diverse properties, such as attraction between positive and negative particles. As the fine particles exist in huge quantity with different densities/sizes and diverse properties in the Nature world, the behavior of a particle is affected by other similar or diverse type particles or enclosed sparse or dense matters through the gravitational or other natural fields. This leads to different behaviors of specific particle in different environments. For example, most particles at atomic or sub-atomic scales (e.g., photons, electrons) behave as two phase properties of 'wave and particle', in which the position and motion direction of each particle cannot be simultaneously identified [19] . In addition, the repulsion of similar particles (e.g., photons, phonons) and elementary basicles (when in close contact) results in a tendency to usually occupy large volume where possible. This is likened to gas molecules moving from the bottle opening through the entire bottle space with a preference for larger entropy. This provides a possible explanation for the origin of the Second Law of Thermodynamics -In an isolated gas or particle system, the entropy approaches a maximum value [20, 21] . In considering the whole Nature world as a huge isolated system, the Second Law of Thermodynamics is taken into account here as well. Based on the four hypotheses, the particle distribution around a matter ( Fig. 2a and b) as well as the dark energy or fine dark matter (Fig. 1) can also be explained. The distribution of particles around matters and in the Nature world can be readily predicted, as shown in figure 2a . The matters or dense/big particles, made up of various types of fine particles and basicles, can decompose into the sparse/fine particles and elementary basicles under different situations, such as bumping, heating, aging, degrading, decaying, etc. Hence there exists a lot of visible (e.g., photons) and, in particular, invisible particles of various kinds or densities/sizes surrounding all matters, such as stars, planets, and debris. As a result, vast types of particles occupy the whole Nature world or Universe. Hence the supposed 'vacuum' at the outer space of the Earth, where there exists negligible or no gas molecules, would also be made up of vast fine particles (such as radiation particles, photons, baryons, other finer particles, etc) instead of without any matter. Therefore, the Nature world and all matters are submerged in a sea of vast types of particles; there is dark energy or fine dark matter (Fig. 1) in the Nature world. Hence the absolute average temperature measured so far is usually higher than or at least 2.7K in the deep spaces of the Universe [22, 23] . The dark energy and fine dark matter also contain 'cosmic microwave background (CMB)' from the decaying radiation, suggesting the presence of photon particles as well. It is these vast invisible particles which constitute dark energy or fine dark matters, which total percentage is much higher than visible matters in Nature. Due to the effects of gravitational and magnetic fields of the dense matter, different types of visible (e.g., vapors) and invisible particles lie uniformly in a layer-like fashion around the dense or large matter (Fig. 2a) , such as a planet or star. Bigger particles (e.g., H 2 O, O 2 , N 2 , CO 2 molecules) and fine/denser particles occupy in the inner layers, while only sparser/finer invisible particles reside at the outer layers. The distribution density of particles is reduced with increasing distance away from the matter (Fig. 2a) . Within the same layer, the particle density and properties are usually similar. Hence their motion or decaying speeds as well as the attraction from other particles and the response to other particles are similar. Thus, the time within the same layer is the same, but differs slightly from the time at other layers. Time is well known to be measured by the internal motion or decaying speed of one matter at a specific location in the space. There are different times at different particle layers due to the diverse internal motion or decaying speeds of matter, which are determined by the different interactions among the matters and/or particles at the different layers. Particles (e.g., photons), in the presence of negligible gravitational effect, travel with greater ease along the same layer, compared to across different density particle layers around a matter. This may be the root cause of a bent space-time around a dense matter stated in Einstein's general theory of relativity. Furthermore, the inter-media of the gravitational field, as well as electrical or magnetic field can be also explained based on the hypotheses. Due to the interaction between matters and/or particles, when two matters move close enough, different types of particles in the particle sea around the two matters arrange in an unique manner, depending on the properties and dimensions of the matters and particles, as shown in Fig. 2b . This arrangement process involves the transfer of interaction force from one matter to another through the huge quantity of invisible particles. This is the formation of gravity. Similar to gravitational force, the interaction media in magnetic and electrical fields are also attributed to the unique arrangements of specific invisible particles between and around the 'North' and 'South' magnetic poles or 'Positive' and 'Negative' electrodes (Fig. 2c) . Therefore, all matter or field interactions occur through the different arrangements of invisible specific particles in the Nature world.
III. Conclusion
Through proposing the four hypotheses, the origins of some basic natural phenomena or Laws of Nature have been illustrated, such as the elementary component of particles and matters, particle beam scattering, balance of matter and energy conversion, huge energy stored in atoms, interaction media of Nature fields, components of dark matters or energy, Thermodynamic laws, different time at the diverse atmosphere height around a dense planet or star and so forth. These in turn can probably lead to further explorations of other scientific puzzles, such as the extinction and generation of the Universe.
